
Addendum to: The integrability onditions in the inverseproblem of the alulus of variations for seond-orderordinary di�erential equationsW. SarletDepartment of Mathematial Physis and Astronomy, Ghent UniversityKrijgslaan 281, B{9000 Gent (Belgium)M. CrampinDepartment of Applied Mathematis, The Open UniversityWalton Hall, Milton Keynes MK7 6AA (U.K.)April 3, 2002AbstratAn omission in the outline of the general approah to the inverse problem in [5℄ islari�ed.While working on a omprehensive appliation of the theory established in [5℄, it hasourred to one of us that a rather subtle point about ordering the Helmholtz onditionshas been overlooked in the paper's general theoretial setions 2 and 3. Although thee�et on the validity of that general part is rather minor, it is not unimportant to larifythis matter beause one might be led to erronous appliations of the theory otherwise.The laim made in [5℄ (and also in the review text [4℄) was that the onlusions about thefull set of passivity onditions were valid irrespetive of the ordering of the equations inthe Riquier approah, as long as the seond-order passivity onditions in the list, referredto as the A-onditions, would not degenerate into onditions of order lower than two.Now in Riquier theory derivatives are divided into two types, prinipal and parametri.In deriving passivity onditions one should always substitute parametri for prinipalderivatives, and not the other way round; we were insuÆiently areful about this pointin [5℄. As we shall explain below, our results in [5℄ are nevertheless orret, but with oneproviso: the ordering referred to above must satisfy some minimal requirements whihwe shall apture here in the de�nition of a proper ordering .With referene to the onepts, notations and numbered formulas in [5℄, onsider the1



(vertial) losure onditions,DV g (Z;X; Y ) = DV g (Y;X;Z);whih are part of the original set of Helmholtz onditions. Here and below, X;Y;Z et.are taken from a vetor �eld basis adapted to the problem in hand. It is important torealize that for eah �xed triple of di�erent vetor arguments X;Y;Z, the orrespondinglosure onditions more exatly readDV g (Z;X; Y ) = DV g (Y;X;Z) = DV g (X;Z; Y );where the order of the last two arguments in eah term does not matter in view of thesymmetry of the tensor �eld g. In essene, two of these derivatives will be prinipalderivatives whereas the third one is parametri. This depends on the ordering whih ishosen for the dependent variables, namely the omponents of g. If, for example, theterm in the middle is the parametri derivative, the two equations whih equivalentlyrepresent this triplet will be written asDV g (Z;X; Y ) = DV g (Y;X;Z);DV g (X;Z; Y ) = DV g (Y;X;Z):One further remark is in order here. In alling a term like DV g (Z;X; Y ) a prinipalderivative (as we will often do for brevity), we in fat taitly transfer properties ofderivatives of omponents of g to omponents of derivatives of g. That is to say, thetrue prinipal derivative is the `leading term' DVZ(g(X;Y )) = ZV (g(X;Y )). But it mayhappen, for example, that external algebrai requirements fore ertain omponents ofg to be zero, in whih ase the orresponding omponent of a derivative of g annotbe formally treated as a prinipal derivative. Of ourse, there must then be a shift inthe list of prinipal derivatives; but this need not neessarily imply that the orderingrules for the remaining omponents of g have to be hanged. Inidentally, it may evenhappen that the leading terms on both sides disappear due to algebrai restritions,the orresponding losure ondition thus beoming an algebrai equation itself. Suh asituation will be integrated in our present disussion within the ategory of improperorderings.To arrive at the de�nition of proper orderings and motivate it, let us reonsider thequestion of writing down DV -prolongations of the losure onditions whih are andidatesto ombine into passivity onditions in the sense of the Riquier theory, i.e. new relationsbetween parametri derivatives (whih then require one of the parametri derivatives tobe promoted to the rank of prinipal derivative). Consider the following prolongations:DVDV g (U;X; Y; Z) = DVDV g (U;Z; Y;X);DVDV g (X;U; Y; Z) = DVDV g (X;Z; Y; U):When the seond is subtrated from the �rst, the left-hand side is zero in view ofthe ommutator identity Eqn. (34) in [5℄, whereas the right-hand side, using the same2



identity, beomes DVDV g (Z;U; Y;X) = DVDV g (Z;X; Y; U);or written di�erentlyDVZ�DV g (U; Y;X)�DV g (X;Y;U)�+ �DV g (DVZU; Y;X)�DV g (X;Y;DVZU)�+ : : : = 0;where the dots represent two more terms similar to the seond. After expanding vetor�elds suh as DVZU in terms of the seleted loal basis, this whole expression onsists ofpairs of terms and for eah pair, irrespetive of the ordering whih has been hosen, wehave one of the following situations: either one of the terms is a prinipal derivative andthe other one is the parametri derivative in the orresponding losure ondition, or bothterms are prinipal derivatives. Riquier's method requires that prinipal derivatives aresystematially replaed by parametri ones in order to see whether a new passivity on-dition an be obtained. In the �rst situation the anellation of terms is immediate; inthe seond, both terms have to be substituted by the same parametri derivative afterwhih they will anel eah other as well. This is a typial example of the legitimateuse of previously obtained equations to show that no new onditions arise. A key pointin the above alulation, however, the one whih esaped our attention in [5℄, is that aderivative with respet to a ommon vetor �eld Z an be brought outside the braketsin the �rst term. A rather subtle point about ordering slips into the proedure here.There is no guarantee, for an arbitrary ordering, that when we set up the two prolon-gations whose left-hand sides involve omparable seond-order derivatives of the sameomponent of g (g(Y;Z) in the example), the right-hand sides will both have Z in thesame position. It may happen, for example, that DV g (Z; Y;X) is a prinipal derivativeand therefore must be replaed by DV g (Y;X;Z). In suh a ase, the subsequent al-ulations annot be traed bak to losure onditions and their prolongations, and thusmay give rise to passivity onditions. We therefore introdue the following onept.De�nition. An ordering of the omponents of g is said to be proper when the followingrequirements are met:(i) if the list of vertial losure onditions ontains two items in whih the prinipalderivatives are of the form DV g (Z1; Y;X) and DV g (Z2; Y;X), then the orrespond-ing parametri derivatives are derivatives with respet to the same vetor argument(X or Y as the ase may be);(ii) none of the vertial losure onditions redues to an algebrai relation.Some omments are in order here. The last item in the above de�nition was reognizedalready in [5℄ as requiring a new start of the algorithmi proess: it has always beenunderstood that whenever algebrai relations are enountered whih restrit the num-ber of independent omponents of g, suh information has to be exhausted before thesystemati searh for passivity onditions is resumed. The Riquier proess also requires3



ordering independent variables. It is always taitly understood that vertial and hori-zontal derivatives are ordered in the same way. Sine the horizontal losure onditionsare obtained via the ommutator identity [r;DV ℄ = �DH , it is then lear that these willinherit the ordering struture of the vertial losure onditions.We have now to verify that the assumption of having a proper ordering makes the restof the general onsiderations in [5℄ still work, even though we do not allow ourselves toreplae terms in the alulations by substitutions from earlier onditions, unless we aresure that this involves substituting parametri derivatives for prinipal ones.Before proeeding, however, it is of interest to give some examples of proper and im-proper orderings. In the two olumns below, we give the vertial losure onditions fol-lowing from two possible orderings for the ase n = 2, one whih starts with the diagonalelements of g, the other one doing the opposite (gijjk is shorthand for DV g (Xk;Xi;Xj)):g11j2 = g12j1 g12j1 = g11j2g22j1 = g12j2 g12j2 = g22j1Assuming no diagonal elements are zero, the �rst ordering is proper, simply beausethe two prinipal derivatives do not involve the same omponent of g. The seond oneis improper, however, beause the right-hand sides of the two equations for g12 havederivatives with respet to di�erent variables. It is obvious that ross di�erentiation ofthese two equations will lead to a new relation between parametri derivatives. Next,we look at three di�erent orderings for n = 3:g11j2 = g12j1 g12j1 = g11j2 g11j2 = g12j1g11j3 = g13j1 g13j1 = g11j3 g11j3 = g13j1g22j1 = g12j2 g22j1 = g12j2 g12j2 = g22j1g22j3 = g23j2 g22j3 = g23j2 g12j3 = g23j1g33j1 = g13j3 g33j1 = g13j3 g13j2 = g23j1g33j2 = g23j3 g33j2 = g23j3 g13j3 = g33j1g12j3 = g13j2 g12j3 = g13j2 g23j2 = g22j3g23j1 = g13j2 g23j1 = g13j2 g23j3 = g33j2The �rst of these, in whih the dependent variables an be ordered g11 > g22 > g33 >g12 > g23 > g13, is proper, assuming that none of the gij is identially zero (we remind thereader that a prinipal derivative must be a derivative of a dependent variable of higherorder than the order of the dependent variable ourring in any parametri derivativeof the same degree in the same equation). The seond ordering, with g22 > g33 > g12 >g23 > g13 > g11, for example, is likewise also proper. Observe, however, that the �rstordering looses its validity if g11 = 0, sine then neither g11j2 nor g11j3 an be prinipal;note that these two ovariant derivatives need not be zero, it is the vanishing of theirleading terms whih auses the problem. With g11 = 0, one is fored to pass to theseond olumn, where the ordering indued on the remaining dependent variables is stillproper. If, however, also g22 were zero, a similar transition to an indued ordering on4



the remaining variables would result in an improper ordering. The third ordering aboveis not proper from the outset: things go wrong in the last two equations, resulting in aDV -DV passivity ondition.Assuming the ordering is proper, we now go through the whole proedure of ompletingthe set of passivity onditions again and indiate where amendments have to be made.The �rst equation enountered in Setion 3 of [5℄, oming from r-DH ompatibility,reads (� DV g + i	g)(Z;X; Y ) = (� DV g + i	g)(Y;X;Z):Whereas before we used losure onditions to substitute for the �rst term on both sides,we must fae the fat now that it is impossible to know whether suh terms will beprinipal or parametri. Instead, therefore, we look at the seond term on both sides,and more partiularly at the parts involving DV� (see the de�nition of 	 in (30)). Suhterms an be substituted for by using DV -derivatives of the �rst algebrai requirement(13). This is permitted beause the idea is always that algebrai onditions on g areimposed �rst (to determine the set of independent omponents of g whih will thenbeome the unknowns in the di�erential onditions). In other words, algebrai onditions(and their derivatives) are to be regarded as identities in our approah and thus an beused in the proess of simplifying expressions muh in the same way as the urvaturerelations (34-36). In arrying out the indiated substitutions in the present ase, we willreate for example a term DV g (Z;X;�(Y )) in the right-hand side. This term, togetherwith the �rst one on the left preisely make up a pair of type (12) whih annot beboth parametri and will anel eah other in the Riquier proedure as explained above.What we are left with is, as before, the algebrai urvature ondition (20) whih isassumed to be already taken are of.Conerning DH-DH ompatibility as disussed in [5℄, the ruial point is again thatfor a proper ordering, the right-hand sides of the two prolongations we start from willhave a ommon argument Z in seond position. The proedure whih leads to the`intermediate relation' of the bottom of the page is �ne. From there on, the followingmodi�ed arguments must be invoked. When the �rst term is replaed via the identity(35), the seond-order terms ombine to losure onditions and their DH-prolongationsand thus anel out. There remains:0 = DV g (R(U;Z); Y;X) + DV g (R(X;U); Y; Z) + DV g (R(Z;X); Y; U)+ g(DVR (Y;U; Z);X) + g(DVR (Y;X;U); Z) + g(DVR (Y;Z;X); U);where use has been made of the property g (Y;PDVR(X;U;Z)) = 0 following from(24). Again, we don't touh the �rst-order terms now as it is undeidable at the momentwhih of them is prinipal and whih is parametri. Instead, we make a substitutionfor the algebrai terms, oming from the DVY prolongation of the urvature onditionP g(R(U;Z);X) = 0. This reates �rst-order terms in g whih are exatly the ones we5



need to anel out, by making proper use of the losure onditions, those we alreadyhad.We now ome to the most deliate part of this note: the on�rmation that the so-alledA-onditions remain valid.Sine the struture of the DH-losure onditions is the same as that of the DV -equations,we will always have to ompare two mixed seond-order derivatives of g with respet tothe same vetor argument, but these will ertainly have the same vetor argument Zin seond position in the right-hand sides. If on the other hand we have to onsider aprolongation suh as DHDV g (U;X; Y; Z) = DHDV g (U;Z; Y;X)with U 6= X, this neessarily means that both DV g (X;Y;Z) and DV g (U; Y; Z) �gurein the list of prinipal derivatives so that, assuming that the ordering is proper, theorresponding right-hand sides have the same vetor argument Z (or Y ) in �rst position.Hene, the prolongation to whih the above one has to be ompared will neessarily beof the form DVDHg (X;U; Y; Z) = DVDH g(X;Z; Y; U);with the same Z in seond position again. By subtrating the �rst from the seond andusing the identity (36) whih introdues a omponent alled � of the urvature of thelinear onnetion, and by replaing also the right-hand side of the seond equation byusing (36), we arrive at an equation of the following form:DHDV g (U;Z; Y;X) �DHDV g (Z;X; Y; U) + g(�(Y;X)Z;U) � g(�(Y;X)U;Z) = 0:We now arefully investigate the nature of the seond-order terms. Observe �rst that inview of the preeding ordering assumptions, DV g (Z; Y;X) and DV g (Z; Y; U) are bothparametri (and the same is true for the orresponding DH-derivatives). Hene, the onlyway in whih one or both seond-order terms an be parametri is when DV g (U; Y;X)and/or DV g (X;Y;U) are parametri as well. Clearly, however, these annot both beparametri, so we have to disuss separately the ase that one of them is prinipaland the ase that they are both prinipal. For the �rst ase, assume to �x ideas thatDV g (X;Y;U) is prinipal and the other one parametri. Then we an substitute thelatter for the former and the seond-order equation beomes:(A(U;Z)g)(Y;X) :=DHDV g (U;Z; Y;X) �DHDV g (Z;U; Y;X) + g(�(Y;X)Z;U) � g(�(Y;X)U;Z) = 0:We thus obtain an `A-ondition' in whih both seond-order terms are parametri. Inthe seond ase, when both DV g (U; Y;X) and DV g (X;Y;U) are prinipal (and thus alsoDHg (U; Y;X) is prinipal), we know that DV g (Y;X;U) is parametri. In the seondterm of our intermediate relation, we an do the substitution of parametri for prinipal6



immediately, whereas in the �rst term we �rst have to swap the arguments (U;Z) byusing the urvature identity (36), then do the substitution and then swap the �rst twoarguments again to obtain the term DHDV g (Y;Z; U;X). It is easy to verify that thealgebrai terms in this proedure get rearranged in suh a way that the �nal expressionis exatly the tensor A(Y;Z)g evaluated on the arguments (U;X) and we have againobtained an `A-ondition' in whih both seond-order terms are parametri.Note in passing that the interesting Proposition 2 of [5℄ about A(X;Y )g-tensors remainsvalid; although we did not use this property in deriving the above passivity onditionsnow, it will still be useful in subsequent onsiderations.As for the remainder of the general searh for passivity onditions, spei�ally the ratherompliated omputations reported in Appendix B of [5℄, one an verify that the on-lusions remain unaltered. Essentially, the di�erene between the inaurate argumentsused in [5℄ and the proper ones we appeal to now is of the same type as disussed abovefor r-DH and DH-DH ompatibility: instead of making substitutions in derivative termswhere we annot know whether they are prinipal or parametri, we have to appeal atan earlier stage to prolongations of algebrai onditions. We limit ourselves to a skethof the way this works in eah ase.Consider �rst r-A ompatibility. The beginning of the omputation as explained onp. 267 of [5℄ remains unaltered, up to and inluding the intermediate result at the bot-tom of the page. We now proeed to work out �rst the expliit form for the termsinvolving the tensors 	 and Rie, using the de�ning relation (30) for 	 and the prop-erty (53) for Rie. In addition, we use the Bianhi identity (46) to substitute for ther� terms whih gives rise to more terms involving a seond DV -derivative of �. Theresulting expression ontains a number of DV g terms whih involve the urvature R inone of the arguments and we �rst work on eliminating those terms. Two of them areDV g (Y;R(X;U); Z)�DV g (X;R(Y;U); Z); we replae them by using a DVY -prolongationof the algebrai urvature ondition P g(R(X;U); Z) = 0 and the similar one with Yand X interhanged. In doing so, we further take into aount the relationDVR (Y;X;U) = 13DVDV�(Y;X;U) � 13DVDV�(Y;U;X);whih follows from (19). The result is that a number of terms now anel out vialegitimate use of losure onditions, or beause the �rst two arguments in a DVDV�tensor an always be interhanged. Remarkably, however, quite a number of terms alsoadd up, and we obtain as the next intermediate result the equationDVDV g (X;�Y;U; Z) �DVDV g (Y;�X;U;Z) =� 2DV g (R(X;Y ); U; Z)�DV g (Y;R(Z;X); U) + DV g (Y;U;R(Z;X))+ DV g (X;R(Z; Y ); U) �DV g (X;U;R(Y;Z)) + DV g (Y;DV�(U;X); Z)+ DV g (Y;U;DV�(Z;X)) �DV g (X;DV�(U; Y ); Z)�DV g (X;U;DV�(Z; Y ))+ 23 g(DVDV�(Y;U;X); Z) � 23 g(DVDV�(Y;U; Z);X)� 23 g(DVDV�(X;U; Y ); Z)7



+ 23 g(DVDV�(X;U;Z); Y ) + 13 g(DVDV�(U;Z;X); Y )� 13 g(DVDV�(U;Z; Y );X):Invoking the DVU -prolongation of P g(R(X;Y ); Z) = 0, we next replae the four termshaving a fator 23 (taking again the expression of DVR in terms of � into aount). AllDV g terms having R ating in one of the arguments now anel out and the seond-orderequation redues toDVDV g (X;�Y;U; Z) �DVDV g (Y;�X;U;Z) =DV g (Y;DV�(U;X); Z) + DV g (Y;U;DV�(Z;X)) �DV g (X;DV�(U; Y ); Z)�DV g (X;U;DV �(Z; Y ))� g(DVDV�(U;Z; Y );X) + g(DVDV�(U;Z;X); Y )Finally, using a DV -DV -prolongation of the algebrai ondition (13), we an substitutefor the two algebrai terms in the above relation. In the resulting expression, the �rstorder terms anel out via losure onditions and we are left withDVDV g (X;�Y;U; Z) �DVDV g (U;Z;�Y;X) =DVDV g (Y;�X;U;Z) �DVDV g (U;Z;�X;Y ):For a proper ordering, whenever a ombination of terms of the form DVDV g (X;Y;U; Z)�DVDV g (U;Z;X; Y ) ours, these terms an never be both parametri. For if they were,every seletion of a triple of arguments from eah term, referring to �rst-order derivativeswhih would then also be parametri, would still have two arguments in ommon (onefrom the �rst ouple and one from the seond). Say these ommon arguments are X andU . This means that there would be two orresponding equations in the list of losureonditions with left-hand sides of the form DV g ( � ;X; U) and that ross di�erentiationof these equations would already have produed the di�erene of two terms we startedfrom at the level of DV -DV ompatibility. But we have shown that this annot our fora proper ordering. Therefore, when parametri derivatives are substituted for prinipalones the expressions on both sides of the above equation beome separately zero.We next turn to DV -A ompatibility, following the omputation whih starts on p. 268of [5℄. The intermediate ondition mentioned there is not quite orret beause improperuse was made of losure onditions. The orret expression readsDVDVDHg (Y;W;X;U;Z) �DVDVDHg (Z;X; Y; U;W ) =DV g (W; �(U;Z)X;Y )�DV g (X; �(W;Y )U;Z) + g (DV �(Y;U; Z)X;W )� g (DV �(Y;U; Z)W;X) + g (DV �(Z;U;W )X;Y )� g (DV �(X;W; Y )U;Z):Now, the information whih is ontained in the prolongations we started from to derivethis expression is that DV g (Z;U;W ); DV g (U;W;Z); DV g (X;U;Z); DV g (Y;U; Z) areall parametri, whereas DV g (W;U;Z) and DVDHg (X;Y;U; Z) are prinipal. It followsthat ertainly DVDVDHg (Y;W;X;U;Z) is prinipal and thus must be replaed. Todo this we must bring the argument W into third position �rst and therefore proeedas follows. Considering the term DVDHg (W;X;U;Z), swap the �rst two arguments8



using the urvature identity (36), then make the substitution, subsequently swap the�rst two arguments again via (36) and �nally take a DVY derivative of the resultingexpression. When the third-order prinipal derivative above is replaed in this way,anellations our in view of the losure onditions and also through the Bianhi identity(46). The leading terms of the remaining expression are those of the DVZ-derivative of(A(Y;X)g)(U;W ). If (A(Y;X)g)(U;W ) = 0 is one of the passivity onditions whihhas been added to the original losure onditions, just one of its leading terms will beprinipal. So another substitution is required and one an verify that the remainingterms then all anel out. If, on the other hand, (A(Y;X)g)(U;W ) = 0 is not one ofthe passivity onditions, the impliation is that its leading terms are both prinipalderivatives so that again substitutions must be made. Using Proposition 2 we onlude,however, that modulo prolongations the omputation will be formally the same as inthe �rst ase. Hene, no new passivity onditions an be obtained.For the DH-A ompatibility, the few lines of indiations in [5℄ are suÆient to leadthe way through quite similar alulations. The only orretion whih has to be madeis, as before, that the seond DV -derivative of the urvature ondition (20), previouslymentioned as the �nal outome of the alulation, now has to be invoked at an earlierstage, to reate the terms whih are needed for a proper use of losure onditions.Finally we must reonsider whether alternants formed out of `A-onditions' among them-selves ould give rise to new relations between parametri derivatives. Why this doesnot happen will now be briey explained. Suppose we have the following `A-onditions'in the list of passivity onditions of order two:DVDHg (X;Y;U; Z) = DVDHg (Y;X;U;Z) + l:o:DVDHg (V;W;U;Z) = DVDHg (W;V;U; Z) + l:o:where the abbreviation l.o. refers to unspei�ed terms of lower order. The two left-hand sides are prinipal, the right-hand sides parametri, whih implies that also allderivatives Dg( : ; U; Z), where D stands for either DV or DH and the dot stands for oneof the arguments X;Y; V;W , are parametri. An alternant arises from the following twoprolongations:DVDHDVDHg (V;W;X; Y; U; Z) = DVDHDVDHg (V;W; Y;X;U;Z) + l:o:DVDHDVDHg (X;Y; V;W;U;Z) = DVDHDVDHg (X;Y;W; V; U; Z) + l:o:The proedure to make the left-hand side of the seond equation idential to that ofthe �rst onsist of the following series of swappings of arguments by virtue of the ur-vature identities (34-36): interhange �rst the middle two derivative arguments whihgives rise to DVDVDHDHg (X;V; Y;W;U;Z); next, interhange X and V and Y and W ;�nally, interhange the middle derivatives X and W again. Carrying out the same stepssimultaneously in the right-hand side of the equation, the seond equation is replaedby one of the formDVDHDVDHg (V;W;X; Y; U; Z) = DVDHDVDHg (W;V;X; Y; U; Z) + l:o:9



When this transformed equation is subtrated from the �rst one, the left-hand sidesanel out and we obtain a relation of the formDVDHDVDHg (V;W; Y;X;U;Z) = DVDHDVDHg (W;V;X; Y; U; Z) + l:o:Both fourth-order terms in this expression are manifestly prinipal, however, the �rstone via the DVVDHW -derivative, the seond one beause of the DVXDHY -derivative. Hene,further substitutions are required. In the right-hand side the substitution an be doneimmediately, after whih the interhanged arguments Y;X an be moved to the frontpositions again by the same three-step proedure as before. In the left-hand side, onthe other hand, we have to transport the arguments V;W to the inner positions �rstby the three-step proedure, and we must next interhange them via the appropriate`A-ondition'. At the end of this proess, it is lear that the fourth-order terms onboth sides are idential. Needless to say, however, many lower order terms have beenreated throughout the use of (35-36) and by substitutions of parametri for prinipalderivatives via `A-onditions'. One an verify, however, that all lower order terms in theend anel out. This is unfortunately a very tedious alulation. We ontent ourselvestherefore with giving some hints about the most important steps in the proess. Tobegin with, the DHg terms whih show up in the overall lower order part immediatelyanel out in view of the full symmetry of DV �. The terms in DVDHg all our inpairs whih onstitute the highest-order terms of an A-type tensor. By the fat thatProposition 2 of [5℄ still applies, we know that the proess of substituting parametrifor prinipal derivatives will eventually give rise to purely algebrai terms here. Theother algebrai terms in g (whih do not anel out immediately) have vetor �elds suhas DVDH� (X;Y;U; Z)W in their arguments. These an be turned into terms involvingDVDVDVR as follows. First interhange the derivatives ating on �. This requires anextension of (36), beause � is not purely ovariant: in fatDVDH� (X;Y;U; Z)W �DHDV � (Y;X;U;Z)W = ��(X;Y )� (U;Z)W =� �(�(X;Y )U;Z)W � �(U; �(X;Y )Z)W � �(U;Z)�(X;Y )W + �(X;Y )�(U;Z)W:The symmetry of DV � an now be used to interhange two of its arguments. Theidentity above an then be used again to restore the original order of di�erentiation.If the arguments to be interhanged in the middle step are hosen orretly, all thederivatives of � whih arise ombine so as to give a third derivative of R via the Bianhiidentity (47). All other algebrai terms whih are reated in this proess preisely anelout the ones obtained before. Using �nally the third-order DV -derivative of the yliurvature ondition (20), one �nds that all remaining terms anel out by virtue of thelosure onditions and their prolongations.It is worth observing again that the generality of this searh for further passivity ondi-tions requires the `A-onditions' to be e�etively onditions of seond order. Unfortu-nately, in many of the partiular ases in a Douglas-type lassi�ation, the `A-onditions'will degenerate into �rst-order or even algebrai onditions. Obviously, the last three10



ompatibility investigations arried out above make no sense in suh ases beause theystart with setting up seond-order prolongations of the losure onditions or the `A-onditions' themselves. In ase the `A-onditions' would degenerate into algebrai on-ditions, for example, the philosophy of our general approah would require these to beimposed �rst and then to see whether it is still possible to set up a proper ordering forthe restrited set of unknowns.The upshot of the orretions disussed in this note is that Theorem 1 of [5℄ remainsvalid, provided we replae the �nal sentene by: The ompleteness of the sheme onlyapplies when the ordering whih is seleted is proper and no degeneray ours in theseond-order passivity onditions.In fat, this hardly restrits the range of appliability of the general onlusions as thenumber of partiular ases in a Douglas-type lassi�ation where no degeneray problemours is rather restrited anyway. This does not mean, on the other hand, that ourapproah is useless in the majority of ases. All it means is that for many ases ina lassi�ation study one will have to proeed in an ad ho manner from the losureonditions on, but the same tehnique of using a more geometrial alulus, adapted tothe Jordan normal form struture of the Jaobi endomorphism �, remains valid and willprovide more struture and insight into the analysis than working in a oordinate basisdoes.We have laimed so far to have generalized two interesting subases of Douglas's shemeto an arbitrary number of degrees of freedom. To �nish this note, we briey argue whythese two general ases are indeed orret. In the �rst ase, treated in [5℄, where � isa multiple of the identity, there are no algebrai restritions on g. The diagonalizewiseordering of the omponents of g we seleted is easily seen to be proper and there is nodegeneray in the seond-order passivity onditions, so all onlusions are orret. In thegeneralization of Douglas's Case IIa1 we reported in [1℄, g is diagonal and the orderingwe hose is manifestly proper. The A-onditions do degenerate here so we are in dangerof having to proeed in an ad ho manner. But we showed that these onditions areatually identially satis�ed for this ase, so no further ation is needed.AknowledgementsWe are indebted to Gerard Thompson and Eduardo Mart��nez for valuabledisussions.Referenes[1℄ M. Crampin, G.E. Prine, W. Sarlet and G. Thompson, The inverse problem of thealulus of variations: separable systems, Ata Appl. Math. 57 (1999) 239{254.[2℄ M. Crampin, W. Sarlet, E. Mart��nez, G.B. Byrnes and G.E. Prine, Towards a geo-metrial understanding of Douglas's solution of the inverse problem of the alulus11
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